Sutherland Dianella Primary School

Wednesday 18 November 2015

Celebrating the 20th Anniversary of the
Proclamation of the State Fossil Emblem

Sutherland Dianella School Song

Oh we’re from Sutherland Dianella
We’re from Sutherland Dianella,
We’ve got the Gogo fish
State emblem was our wish
We wear with pride and we look swish

For we’re from Sutherland
We show commitment till
The final siren’s gone
Tradition of old
We give it our all
Cause we’re from Sutherland
- NAVY and TEAL-
Cos we’re from Sutherland

---------------------------------------------

Oh we’re from Sutherland Dianella
We’re from Sutherland Dianella,
Where we use technology
Responsibility
Strickland! Elliot! Hawkes! Kirby!

For we’re from Sutherland
We show respect until
The final siren’s gone
Tradition of old
We give it our all
Cause we’re from Sutherland
- ONLY OUR BEST-

Cos we’re from Sutherland

McNamarapis Kapris
Gogo Fish
Program

Head Girl  Asha Callaghan  Head Boy  Sean Palm

Jenn Allsop
Principal, Sutherland Dianella Primary School

Special Guests
Hon Mr Richard Court AC
Hon Dr Kim Hames MLA
Hon Mr Michael Sutherland MLA
Dr Michael Siversson
Curator Paleontology Museum of Western Australia
Mr Joe Barbaro,
ICT Department of Education
(previous Deputy Principal, Sutherland Primary School)
Mr John Shortill
(Principal Sutherland Primary School
during campaign – now retired)
Ms Carol Simmonds
Parent with the idea for the GoGo campaign
Mrs Jan Healy
Registrar, Sutherland Primary School
(now retired)

Room B2 and B3 Presentation
The Life of the Gogo Fish

GoGo Fish School Song

Closing with School Song

Sean (Head Boy) and Asha (Head Girl) escort Dignitaries to Library for light refreshments and a view of the pictorial history of the Sutherland Primary School’s campaign for a state fossil emblem

Gogo Fish Song

Gogo Fish, state fossil emblem, we wish.
Dr John Long, Perth’s palaeontologist, found the fish.
Gogo fish, very ancient very rich.
Lived 360 million years ago, ain’t they swish?
Just cast an eye to the Kimberley region,
Oh me oh my, ain’t that amazing?
Gogo fish, they have plated, armoured skin.
All the fossils found are three dimensional, Gogo fish.
(dancing)
Gogo fish, very ancient very rich.
Lived 360 million years ago, ain’t they swish?
Just cast an eye to the Kimberley region
Oh me oh my, ain’t that amazing?
Gogo fish, Sutherland Dianella’s wish.
Macnamaraspis is the only one
Gogo fish
Gogo fish
Gogo fish
Gogo fish
Yeah!!!